HOW TO CREATE A LETTER OF MEDICAL NECESSITY for the MICAH ADAPTIVE TRICYCLE

Many customers ask if Worksman Tricycles are covered by Medical Insurance of other potential beneficiaries. There is not a clear cut answer, but certainly there are guidelines we can suggest to formulate a Letter Of Medical Necessity. You can use this as a guideline.

Begin by stating who you are, the product you are requesting and the Beneficiary’s name and address.

Example:

“I am a therapist at the JOHN DOE Academy in_______ and work with student (name) and am requesting funding for the Worksman Micah Adaptive Tricycle…”

Explain the Beneficiary’s condition.

Example:

“Jane Doe is a ten year old girl with the following disabilities (list accordingly). We have been using an adaptive tricycle as part of her therapy regularly.”

Explain how the use of this product benefits the user physically and emotionally.

Example:

“Jane rides an Adaptive tricycle regularly at our School and the results include increased leg strength, increased endurance and improved range of motion. In addition, Jane shows signs of confidence and happiness as she rides with her peers and shows emotional satisfaction.”

Describe the Specifics of the Micah tricycle including;

- Low gear ratio for easy pedaling
- Wide seat with adjustable armrests
- Self-Balancing full platform pedals
- Rear Caregiver Steering for safety and control
- The Way Adjustable Backrest
- Loop Handlebar for easy steering